Short Clinical Exchange Programme
List of CRECs

Italy

University of Milan, department of Health Sciences, Institute of Infectious and Tropical Diseases

City: Milan

Description:
- One of the four hospitals who care for HIV-positive patients in Milan. Around 1500 patients, 25% females, 20% non-Italian.
- We have a ward, a day hospital centre and an outpatient clinic. Further, we have dedicated clinics for HPV screening and vaccination, metabolic disorders, sexually transmitted diseases (for anybody), cancers diagnosis and follow-up in HIV-positive individuals, neuro-psychologic tests clinic, vaccination for HIV. We have a dedicated lab for immunologic studies.
- We serve as coordinating centre of the Icona cohort (a national cohort enrolling HIV-positive individuals naïve from ART from 52 clinical centres across Italy)

Fields of expertise:
- Cohort studies
- Acute HIV infection
- Microbioma in HIV
- Immunopathogenesis in HIV
- Immune virologic response to therapy
- Dementia and neuropsychologic impairment in HIV
- Tuberculosis
- Health care infections and antimicrobial stewardship

Language requirement: English, Italian

Contact person:
Prof. Antonella d’Arminio Monforte

Email address: antonella.darminio@unimi.it Telephone number: +39 02 81843045/6
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia

City: Modena

Description:
- 1900 patients with HIV, metabolic clinic, immunology laboratory

Fields of expertise:
- Co-morbidities
- Antiretroviral treatment
- Immunological changes in different populations including transplant patients with HIV
- Antimicrobial stewardship
- Infection control

Language requirement: English

Contact person:
Prof. Cristina Mussini

Email address: crimuss@unimore.it  Telephone number: +393332494376